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Our message to you is simple: 

“If you have not touched the heart of people, you haven’t done anything.”

Remember, everything that was ever created began with a thought…stop 

procrastinating… JUST DO IT!

As you continue on this journey we call life, reach out and grab someone by the hand 

that’s not as strong as you and “take them with you, please? 

Teach them so they can teach someone else. When you have reached the top, don’t 

get complacent.  If you look down, you will see many striving to get up…travel back 

for more.  After all, if you are at the top, where else can you go?”

Now go out and do something nice for someone else! 

We hope to see you next year! 

We wish you, Unconditional Love, Creativity and Empowerment,

The Producer’s,

Missouri & Kyra Shanae

Thank you for joining us for our 10th Year 

Anniversary. It has been an incredible 

journey and it is great to be back on stage, 

sharing our show with you.

STYLETAINMENT is not just a production 

company that produces extraordinary 

experiences. It is who we are at our very 

core. It’s our inspiration to never give UP 

and so much more. 

47 Years later and WE DID IT, with all the 

obstacles and detours…WE DID IT. 

We hope you get inspired to jump, so you 

can learn to soar and live your dreams now.



IN HONOR OF 

FOR Life



IN HONOR OF 
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The little Girl
that Dared to DREAM

The Mother
that inspired her DREAMS

The BARBIE DOLL
that propelled her into action



STYLETAINMENT is a theatrical 
fashion production company that 
produces extraordinary 
performances and events, fusing 
the art of Style and Entertainment 
from a unique point of view. 

The company's first production, The 
Show, A Cancer Survivor’s Story 
premiered in 2012. It is a narration 
in movement, telling the powerful 
story of a cancer survivor’s 
determination to live her life with 
strength and gratitude in the face of 
extraordinary difficulties‐‐and her 
ultimate triumph. It’s about the 
faith, perseverance and 
self‐determination of a little girl 
who dared to dream. 

Weaving together a poetic tapestry 
of blissfulness through the universal 
language of music, fashion and 
dance, The Show, A “Cancer 
Survivor’s Story”, takes the audience 
on an uplifting and inspirational 
journey of tremendous beauty, 
style, fantasy, mystery, seduction 
and creative energy. 
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Rather than pure entertainment, The Show, A Cancer Survivor’s 
Story is also a powerful platform that honors and uplifts breast 
cancer survivors, as well as brings awareness to the desperate 
needs of homeless women with cancer‐‐a plight that the creator 
of the show, Missouri , experienced first‐hand while battling 
cancer. It is her hope that one day, there will be “A Home,” where 
these women can live while going through treatments and 
healing, and become productive and proud citizens once again.

. 



THIS IS A CELEBRATION OF THE 7 ICONIC CAPE ENSEMBLES

47 YEARS LATER AND THEY ARE STILL AT POPULAR DEMAND

Missouri introduced 7 Cape Ensembles to a room of 500 and the crowd 
went wild. For 5 years from Boston to ATL, she was at popular demand, 
Every fashion show producer wanted those cape. 

HAIL TO THE CAPES
THEY ARE TRULY FASHION-IN-MOTION

Since the 1980’s those magical 7 capes have been flying high above 
gorgeous faces. Inspiring a new generation to carry on the legacy of 
style and grace. 

Rich colors whipping across the stage inciting excitement from the 
audience roaring: “encore, encore.”

As the opening number of a spectacular show, All About Me, leaves you 
desiring more. So fasten your seatbelts and prepare to be moved down 
to your very core.

Read the story in the first edition of My Journey to STYLETAINMENT and 
see all the vibrant photos in the second edition. 

All About Me
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A Celebration of the 
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“Winning that competition set the pace for my career. Instead
of taking the prize of an all-expense trip to Paris, because my sons
were young, I took the cash equivalent and stayed home. I just could
not leave my babies at that time. However, I did persevere and
entered two other Designer Competitions and won first place
repeatedly. I was on a roll. I had found my niche and was following my
dream. Because of my ability to WOW the audience and WIN, the
promoters of these competitions stopped letting me enter because
they knew I would win. So, instead they hired me to not only be
a fashion innovator but to be the entertainment.

For my first job, I was hired by the famous producer, to provide fashion 
entertainment at the landmark “Peppermint Ballroom." I created 7 cape 
ensembles that included matching hats, gloves (yes, I made the gloves too, 
stockings and shoes.)

The colors were, red, royal blue, black, yellow, ivory, emerald green,
and purple. I selected 7 models, (6 girls and 1 guy), the music, rented a
fog machine and I tell you when those models hit that runway in my
designs…baby…not only was the crowd screaming and standing in their
chairs, but they were also standing on the tables. When it was
over they started yelling encore…encore…and YESSSSSS we did it
again!!

Ohhh, those 7 capes…those 7 capes…those 7 cape ensembles
were iconic. They fed me and my three sons for 5 years. At that time, I
was one of the highest-paid freelance fashion designers in New Jersey.
Every show we were hired to do, someone from that show would hire
us for the next one. From 1984 to the current day, I have participated
in and produced hundreds of shows from Washington, DC to Boston.
The “Iconic Capes” continue to lead the pack. Here we are 36 years
later and they still want them. They still bring the WOW factor. They
still dominate the stage to this day!”

Out of the pages of: My Journey to STYLETAINMENT, A Life Stitched Together!

HAIL TO THE 7 INCONIC CAPES



Missouri has participated and produced hundreds of shows. She’s a 
Visionary, Producer, Stylist, Entertainment Designer & Author with a 
very distinct point of view. Missouri has paved a path “her way” 
into the style and entertainment industries. She was awarded 
“Female Entrepreneur of the Year” for her commitment to 
achieving personal success and empowering success in others. 
After being diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer in 2010, she 
realized “LIFE IS NOW” and NOW is all we have. So she decided 
(while going through chemo) to bring her life-long dream to the 
stage…and STYLETAINMENT was born! Missouri is a powerful but 
gentle force, she has created a platform for many others to display 
their talents. Honoring and uplifting women is a part of her life’s 
path. She is a gift to the world and thank God her journey 
continues. If you’ve ever been in a position of thinking about 
quitting on your DREAMS, take a page out of her book and get 
inspired, because Missouri is the poster child for NEVER GIVE UP!

PRODUCER                                          

DESIGNER                                       

AUTHOR 

Breast Cancer Inspirational                                              

& Upliftment Leader



I’M KYRA SHANAE, AND IT IS AN HONOR TO BE STYLETAINMENT’S 
PRODUCER, HEAD PRODUCTION CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST 
MEMBER. Bringing my mother’s vision and designs to life onstage is 
quite amazing. My favorite scene is “All About Me” and probably 
not for the reasons you are thinking. Yes, it is super fun to twirl and 
whip those capes around. Yes, I love the reaction we get from the 
crowd whenever, wherever we performed that scene. Yes, the 
colors are so vibrant it makes me smile every time I see them fly in 
the air. However, none of those reasons are why it is my favorite. It 
is my favorite because it has a significant meaning to my mom. You 
see, back in the ‘80s before The Show, before cancer, even before 
me, my mom traveled and made a living off of 7 capes, very similar 
to what you see today. She had the vision then but got sidetracked 
with life and kids. Performing  “All About Me” today just feels like I 
am picking up where she left off. It’s as if no time has passed and we 
don’t plan on stopping anytime soon! 

PRODUCER
& PRODUCTION

CHOREOGRAPHER



MY NAME IS IMANI TAHIRA, I AM THE PRODUCTION MANAGER 
AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT. The Show is like a 
manifestation on stage about someone who decides to fight to 
live and start doing what they were truly meant to do. It is very 
inspiring how it comes to life visually. It is a survivor’s story that 
is captivating, exhilarating, and attention-grabbing. You never 
know what may happen in each scene from the beginning to 
end. The narration provides an “in the moment” feeling as to 
how Missouri’s journey went from her perspective. My favorite 
scene is: Wild Orchid: because it’s mysterious, bright, and 
surprising. This scene feels like you’re coming into your own and 
letting the world know you have blossomed into confidence. 

DIRECTOR OF 
TALENT



MY NAME IS DEVONNE JONES I AM THE HEAD DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT.  
What moves me about STYLETAINMENT is that it is a company 
that knows the potential it has and where that potential could 
lead to. It moves me because I can see it for myself in the way 
we work. Not only that, but the greater focus is also to be a 
blessing to women who are homeless and living with and 
recovering from cancer. A lot of passion goes into every single 
detail to make the company what it is. I am so supportive 
because I believe my purpose and the purpose of 
STYLETAINMENT are in alignment. STYLETAINMENT The Show, A 
Cancer Survivor’s Story is a “layered” production that does not 
really fit into a single category. It is a combination of theater, 
dance, music, poetry, and fashion with each element no more 
important than the other. 

DIRECTOR OF 
DANCE



MY NAME IS RUTHIE PHILLIPS MY FUNCTION WITH 
STYLETAINMENT IS PRODUCTION MANAGER ASSISTANT AND 
CAST MEMBER. STYLETAINMENT is home! It’s a passion it’s my 
Outlet. It’s magnificent! You have to see it!  My favorite scene to 
perform is Mavantra Heat! It’s fire, sexy, moving and satisfying! 
My favorite scene for people to see is Wild Orchid! It’s 
magnificent! You have to see it! I want fans to know we are only 
going to get bigger and bigger oh and bigger! So that scene is 
just the beginning. STYLETAINMENT is an experience that I am so 
happy I am apart of. 

TALENT MANAGER
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS CRISTINE LEE, I AM THE TALENT MANAGER AND 
CAST MEMBER OF STYLETAINMENT. Being a part of this show 
is nothing short of amazing. I am blessed to be in the 
company of pure genius. STYLETAINMENT The Show is an 
engaging combination of fashion, dance, song, poetry and 
theater that tells a story, providing the audience with a fabric 
of experience that is alive, alluring, believable, and enrolling. 
When fans come to see a STYLETAINMENT The Show, they 
should know that there is something in the show for 
everyone; men and women, all ages and backgrounds. It is 
dynamic with flair as well and touching and engaging.  It is a 
production everyone will want to see again and again. Don’t 
miss it!

TALENT MANAGER 
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS  KEVIN SEAN I AM THE ASSISTANT DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST MEMBER OF STYLETAINMENT. 
Being a part of STYLETAINMENT is truly an experience in it 
self and has been the most accomplished feeling I’ve had. I 
joined the cast in 2014 and I am enjoying the ride. 
STYLETAINMENT is a one-of-a-kind production. It is not your 
typical show and adding to the flow gives me a sense of 
pride. I truly believe the possibilities for STYLETAINMENT are 
endless and I am looking forward to seeing what Missouri 
and Kyra creates and manifest next. 

DANCE
CHOREOGRAPHER
ASSISTANT



MY NAME IS JESSICA HEDBERG, I AM THE STORY TELLER FOR 
STYLETAINMENT. As the Storyteller, I feel a special responsibility 
to understand and share the beautiful mission behind the show. 
The Show was created to stimulate your mind with words of 
cancer awareness, open your eyes with vibrant colors of life‐
changing events, fill your ears with the music of a united fight 
against a disease that has affected so many, and warm your soul 
with tantalizing scenes that motivate you to NEVER GIVE UP. 
STYLETAINMENT is more than just a show for entertainment. It’s 
a motivational movement expressed through artistic and 
unimaginably creative performances. Behind the many masks of 
the Storyteller, I am nothing but a vessel for a bigger purpose. I 
try and embody the soul of a phenomenal woman and tell her 
story with the passion of a survivor. 

THE STORY TELLER
& POLISHER



MY NAME IS AL-KARIM HOOD SR., AKA, A. HOOD, I AM 
MISSOURI’S SON AND I ASSIST MY MOTHER AND SISTER, AS A 
CREATIVE PRODUCER FOR STYLETAINMENT. As a film Producer, 
Actor, Rapper and Song Writer, watching the choreography that 
my sister created gives me insights and opportunities to be 
creative from a different point of view. My Mom has been the 
most influential person in my life. STYLETAINMENT The Show is 
about her life, therefore I draw all my strength from her. She is 
the most creative person I know and her legacy will prove it!

CREATIVE 
ASSISTANT
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Laticia Lewis

A. HoodGail Campbell 

Carolina Rivera

CAST MEMBERS 

Makeda Rose



HATTIE SMITH 

CHAUN WILLIS

CLIFFORD 
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DAVID MANNING
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Team LOVE

MARGOT MURPHY



WE leave it in GOD’s hands…without asking 

why…having FAITH that over the rainbow, 
Blue Birds really  do   fly… fly … fly …

- Says the Story Teller



ACT I

The Prayer

All About Me

Christmas Day

Sex In The City

You Better Work

Fashion Sizzle

7 Wonders

The Voice

Outonalimb

Mavantra Heat

INTERMISSION 15 MINUTES

ACT II

Wild Orchid

What If

Pink Sensations Dedication

Think 

Ride

Miracles

Lounge To Cruise

Simple Things

Déjà Vu:

Finale

A Cancer Survivor’s Story!



What a surprise gift I received for Mother’s Day. I lost my dear mother 
at a young age therefore I didn’t have any photos with her as an adult. 
I never knew my father, I learned at the age of 16 that he’d passed the 
prior year. What a wonderful Mother’s Day gift of me and my parents 
… I am holding back more tears, for my first reaction my eyes were 
filled with tears dropping down my face…I can’t tell you the feelings 
and emotions I feel seeing all 3 of us together in this beautiful 
painting… I am full… and I’m so blessed to have the worlds most 
wonderful children that would take the time to gift me something as 
beautiful, inspiring and breathtaking as this… thank you for loving me… 
I LOVE YOU MORE❤️❤️❤️❤️

This photo is the perfect depiction of what I envision with my parents. 
My Mother guiding me Forward and my Father protecting me from 
behind. Me in the middle of pure unconditional LOVE💕

Thank you to my Parents for giving me LIFE. I pray you are proud 
of the JOURNEY I have chosen and the woman I am BECOMING . . .



First Edition: $45.00

Shares the story of Missouri’s Journey 
from childhood to STYLETAINMENT 

INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS,
BY Missouri!

Second Edition, Table Top: $69.99

Shares the story of how STYLETAINMENT 
was created, photos from the shows, the 
cast, red carpet events and more…

It is Missouri’s goal to inspire ALL to LIVE
THEIR DREAMS OUT LOUD. Trust the 
the process and JUMP so you can learn 
To SOAR!!!

We pray our creations  lifts you to higher 
heights and spark the Dreamer in YOU!

VISIT OUR TABLE OR ORDER ONLINE 

MyJourneytoSTYLETAINMENT.com



The First Edition includes, “Tributes to Missouri”. Along with her four children, several family and 
friends expressed their heartwarming thoughts. It is a must read!!!!!!!

Here are quotes from her 4 children’s beautiful tributes.

“My Mom is everything, I can’t imagine my life without her
in it. I’ve shed tears watching the show. I love the entire
show. My Mom is the perfect example of a STRONG BLACK
WOMAN and a GREAT AND WONDERFUL MOM. I love her
and I always look to her for guidance and advice.”
She is my Super HERO! - Raymond

“I can talk about my mom forever, but this is just a part of my
insert for her book. You’ll have to get mine; the first chapter is
dedicated to my mom. In closing I will say this, she has been the
most influential person in my life and I draw all my strength from
her every time I feel like I can't do anything. I think of her and this
has gotten me through so many nights that she doesn't even
know. She’s just great and her legacy will prove it!” - Karim

“A survivor.... who survived poverty, tragedy, abuse, loss of
loved ones... and the toughest of all, cancer, damn... 
cancer...that one hurt. I thank God every day you won that 
battle... You are a strong woman Missouri... you are truly a 
blessing. We are truly blessed to have you here, another year.
I Love you!” - Shareef

“My favorite scene of The Show is All About Me and probably not
for the reasons you are thinking. Yes, it is super fun to twirl and whip
those capes around. Yes, I love the reaction we get from the crowd
whenever, wherever we perform that scene, Yes, the colors are so
vibrant it makes me smile every time I see them flying in the air.
However; none of those reasons are why it is my favorite. It is my
favorite because it has significant meaning to my mom. You see back
in the 80’s before STS, before Cancer, before me, my mom traveled
and made a living off of 7 capes, very similar to what you see today.
She had the vision then but got sidetracked with life and kids.
Performing All About Me today just feels like I am picking up where
she left off. It’s as if no time has passed and . . .
We don’t plan on stopping anytime soon!” - Kyra



FOLLOW US 
@STYLETAINMENT

F I N A L I S T

American Small 
Business Championship 

presented by Score
Sponsored by 

Sam's Club
- 2018 -

We look forward to sharing STYLETAINMENT with the WORLD!!!!!!!

TO BOOK US
CONTACT: LONDON HALL

PO BOX 171, FRANKLIN PARK, NJ 08823  
732.447.4991

STYLETAINMENT@GMAIL.COM

TO HEAR WHAT FANS, OUR “STYLIZES” 
ARE SAYING ABOUT THE SHOW, VIIST:

WWW.STYLETAINMENT.COM

TO ORDER THE FIRST AND SECOND EDITON OF
MY JOURNEY TO STYLETAINMENT

A LIFE STITCHED TOGETHER
WWW.MYJOURNEYTOSTYLETAINMENT.COM

TO SEE PHOTOS & VIDEOS OF THE GALA AWARDS 
HTTPS://WWW.STYLETAINMENT.COM/ABOUT-6
HTTPS://WWW.STYLETAINMENT.COM/ARCHIVES

mailto:STYLETAINMENT@GMAIL.COM
http://www.styletainment.com/
http://www.myjourneytostyletainment.com/
https://www.styletainment.com/about-6
https://www.styletainment.com/archives


THE AWARD

Born in Newark, New Jersey, to Ada Ann 
Watson Hood. She’s the third youngest of 
seven siblings. She gives thanks to her 
Mother for being the force in her life, God 
for being the source of her life and her 
children for being the wind beneath my 
wings.

“When I was 9 years old my mother gave me my first Barbie 

Doll for Christmas. Only coming with the outfit, she was 

wearing, I decided to take my Mother’s fabric remnants and I 

made “by hand” my Barbie a complete wardrobe. I was so 

excited that, I made a cardboard runway and on our dining 

room table, with gospel music playing in the background, I 

proceeded to invite my Mother to a runway fashion show. 

After learning about the desperate needs to supporting homeless women with cancer, I knew I 

could take something as beautiful as fashion to support something as ugly as cancer and in that 

moment, STYLETAINMENT was born.

THE “ADA” AWARD, is a way for my family and I to HONOR OUR QUEEN, MY MOTHER and share 

her inspiring spirit with the world. By giving me my Barbie Doll she inspired the dreamer in me 

and although the dream came alive 47 years later…I did it…we did it…

This THE “ADA” AWARD, represents “Inspired Dreams”. If someone in your life believed in you and 

inspired you to see it through and finally you did it…YOU DID IT.  NOMINATE THAT PERSON.

WE ARE ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS FOR 2023:

3 Nominees will be selected and presented to a panel of judges and the winner will be announced 

at our Annual Gala Awards.

STYLETAINMENT.COM

1924 – 1982

’

After the show, I told my Mother, one day I’m going to do a BIG SHOW…she patted me on 

the head saying, sure you will child, sure you will…and life happened. I went on to 

becoming one of New Jersey’s most renowned Fashion Designers. In 2010… I was 

diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer and while sitting in my chemo chair, knowing I would 

be a survivor, I ask myself if I had all the money in the world what would I do with the rest 

of my life? And my 9 years old self whispered in my ear, saying. 

“REMEMBER YOU SAID YOU WERE GOING TO DO THAT BIG SHOW?”



1924 – 1982

Queen Ada Ann Watson‐Hood, was born 

October 12, 1924, she was the oldest of 4 

siblings, 2 sisters and one brother. She 

moved from the South to the North in her 

early teens. Although she had a challenging 

life, she had a gentle and determined 

spirit. Being an entrepreneur, she 

understood the importance of Inspired 

Dreams. 



It is truly our privilege to present you with the prestigious 

Ada Award, in memory of Missouri’s Mother. Thank you for a 

accepting this great honor. 

We love you. 

Words are never enough for what the two of you did for 

Missouri. 

We are Grateful!!!!!!! 

Missouri, Family and STYLETAINMENT

Russell Hoge and Jill Paul 

This presentation will take place at the  Gala Awards



On behalf of Mrs. Hattie Smith

STYLETAINMENT 
on your 10th Anniversary





STYLETAINMENT 
on your 10th Anniversary



TO MY BEST FRIEND, MISSOURI
& THE ENTIRE STYLETAINMENT CAST 

I’M SO PROUD OF YOU….10 YEARS AND COUNTING 
SUCH MUCH MORE TO COME!!!!!!! 



EVENT SERVICES
Start  Your Successful 

Project with US!
poshkm.ent@gmail.com 

STYLETAINMENT

ON YOUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY



STYLETAINMENT

ON 10 YEARS!!!!!!!!!!



Lots of people choose not to discuss life insurance and the funeral costs left to 

their loved ones in the event of their passing.

The last thing your survivors should have to worry about during this most difficult 

time is how to pay for your funeral.

Let me help you find a final expense plan that both fits your budget and relieves 

your survivors of this burden.

Premier Legacy Final Expense Solutions © will assist with the funeral planning, as 

well as protect your loved ones from rising funeral costs. Information and quotes 

are free, with no pressure to buy.

Feel free to give me a call at (908) 375-6616

Visit: PREMIERLEGACY.NET/CHAUNWILLIS

STYLETAINMENT 

On your success!



STYLETAINMENT 

On Your 10 Years Anniversary
I wish you much success!



STYLETAINMENT 

On your success!



STYLETAINMENT 

On 10 Years!!!





Lord & Smith
Advisory, Advocacy, HITS

Hattie K. Smith
Breast Cancer Advocate Leader

INSPIRATIONAL WORDS THAT ARE ALIGNED WITH SCRIPTURES

“BLING STYLE”
Printed on Tees, Sweat Shirts, Hats and more…

Hits314.webnode.com     Hits0704@gmail.com    @hitshirtss
267-391-9121

STYLETAINMENT

ON YOUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY



FANCY THREADS
Custom Embroidery; Monogramming; Silk-screening; 

Unique Country Gifts

DEBBIE VARRASSE
31 Railroad Place

Hopewell, NJ 08525
609-466-0050

Fancythreads2@aol.com

EMBROIDERY AND APPAREL 

DECORATION
THE ANGELIC HEART

Heartfelt creations for your business or pleasure

PENNY MARTIN-HOLLY AND CHUCK HOLLY
Shirts, jackets, caps, towels, pet articles, bags, and more…

Oakford, PA
215-499-2412

Theangelicheart1@gmail.com
www.healingtouchprogram.com

STYLETAINMENT

ON YOUR SUCCESS



HARVESTSEASONAL.COM
STYLETAINMENT

We wish you a hardy  

For reaching an important milestone 
Much continued success!



Robert's Florals. Owners Mark Froehlich and Doug Otrimski invite 
you to explore our galleries of designs for all occasions. Keeping 
on top of events from the intimate to extravagant, we will create 
a floral event paying close attention to all details and 
budgets. Call for a consultation where our designers will work 
with you to create a beautiful special occasion.

In addition to weddings, bat/bar mitzvahs, corporate/private 
events and sympathy work we also carry interesting and 
affordable gifts. We carry such things like vases, pottery, candles, 
soaps and men's products. We also carry local brands such as 
Popinsanity and KGBees Infused Honey. Our downtown shop is 
one of the area's most unique floral Studios.

Even if you're not planning anything except a visit to a friend, you 
are welcome to hand pick your own bouquet. Our personal 
service is what we pride ourselves on in addition to our floral 
arrangements.

Robert's Florals
732.828.1107

robertsflorals@aol.com
320 Suite 4 Raritan Avenue Highland Park, NJ 08904

STYLETAINMENT

ON CELEBRATING 10 YEARS WE WISH YOU MUCH SUCCESS!



TO OUR  MOTHER & OUR SISTER

We are so very proud of YOU!



10TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY

FROM FAMILY & FRIENDS



The Precious Little People In My Life.
To them I’m Nan… I Love Them More…



20

23



I am so bless to be apart of the amazing and 

Global organization. Thank you for the well 

wishes and support! 

G100 Oneness & Wisdom

https://www.facebook.com/groups/768588387167696/


W O M E N
Women today are strong, powerful, fierce and 

independent.  They are strong willed and are 

the backbone of families, offices, schools, etc. 

but there is an epidemic that is holding back 

our women from achieving greatness and that 

is the woman’s battle with cancer of all types.

Regardless of age, color, size and economic 

status, cancer can devastate anyone.  Cancer is 

one of the many issues plaguing women today 

and getting in their way of living their lives.  It 

is important for women to know that they are 

not alone in this issue.

As we move forward with our program we ask 

that you open your hearts and join us as we 

Celebrate our Mothers, Grandmothers, God-

Mothers, Wives, Daughters, Daughters-in-Law, 

Grand- Daughters, Sisters, Sister-Friends, 

Aunts, Nieces and Cousins, WOMEN battling 

cancer!



Did you know there are thousands of 

women that are currently being 

treated  for cancer, but are homeless, 

stressed and struggling to meet their 

day-to-day living expenses?

What if there was a home that women 

going through cancer treatments could live, 

at no cost to them?

Would you support it?

One of our primary goals are to open a 

home for homeless women with breast 

cancer to live, heal and become 

productive citizen again.

If you would like to learn more 

and/or are serious about supporting 

this vision, please call,

732.447.4991 



How YOU Can Help? 
▪ Donate Land
▪ Donate a Home
▪ Provide Financial Support
▪ Sponsor a Woman’s Care
▪ Sponsor an Fundraiser
▪ Volunteerism / Ambassador

Donations starts as low as $20.00 per month

HELP US OPEN,

A Place Called LOVE
A Home for Healing and Inspired Dreams.

APCL, will provide a beautiful home with an eco-
friendly environment where homeless women going 
through breast cancer treatments can stay, be taken 
care of, nurtured, educated and prepared to return to 
society living a quality life-style. 

APCL will offer support to enhance healing and give 
our women an opportunity to release stress in a 
serene environment with unconditional love, honor 
and respect!

“The more beautiful you can make the place look, the better 
life the people will have.”  - Milton S. Hershey



Help US Save Lives
Help US Open

A Place Called LOVE

Donate Today

732.447.4991 



“I challenge ALL of US, not to judge and 
make final decisions about people from 
what you have heard or what you think. 
Take TIME to get to know them one-on-one. 
You may find that your perspective will 
change and if nothing else you will have 
facts directly from the source to decide what 
is truth…and that my friends is GROWTH…

Also, if you cannot say something GOOD, 
don’t say anything at ALL.

Life is too short to major in the minors. 

Live with passion, compassion, gratitude and 
LOVE.”



JOIN US AS WE HONOR THESE AMAZING WOMEN 
AND CELEBRATE LIFE & INSPIRED DREAMS



JOIN US ON THE

Gala 2022 
Royalty is the Dress Style

Red Carpet Starts @ 6:00pm 



TIASHIA HARRELL
tiashacal@gmail.com

ROBIN HALL
Hrobin012@gmail.com

SHANTA TAILOR
Starr.tailor86@gmail.com l  IG: Shantat23

CHRYSTAL SHAKIR
Cshakir54@yahoo.com

TA-TANISHA DUNCAN
Lolagirl3@comcast.net

AKIA JOHNSON
Glamgurla.j@gmail.com l  www.glamorousstylessalon.com

AUDREY WALKER
Waudrey005@gmail.com I  healingstreambca@gmail.com

www.healingstreambca.org

DONNA WILLIAMS
donnastouch@gmail.com l   www.donnastouch.com

JOSEPHINE ROACH
https://josephinesjourney.now.site l Jroach110@comcast.net

SHEILA MARIE JOHNSON
Sheila3572001@yahoo.com l  www.asurvivorslens.com

Connect and Support our Gala 2022 BCS Honorees
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12-16-2023
3RD ANNUAL GALA AWARDS

DRESSED THEME TO BE ANNOUNCED!

THE SHOW, A CANCER SURVIVOR’S STORY 
DATE, COMING SOON!

STYLETAINMENT.COM



CANCER
A W A R E N E S S

OCTOBER 22, 2022, HYATT REGENCY, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ

AWARDS
22
20

JOIN US THIS SATURDAY FOR OUR


